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We are privileged to be offering a wide range of works from the collection formed quietly but
passionately, from the late 1960s to the 1980s, by the distinguished architect Sir James Stirling
(1926–92). It is fair to say that Stirling responded strongly, like Sir John Soane, to the objects
with which he and his family lived.
In 1984, Stirling wrote about Thomas Hope in terms that apply to all the Regency furniture and
works of art in his collection. He observed that Hope’s chairs ‘are extreme, outrageous, over the
top, eccentric, and much more gutsy than anything French Empire. There’s absolutely no feeling of restraint or lack of confidence. But they aren’t huge in scale either.’ On another occasion
he commented, with specific regard to furniture, that monumentality is a matter of presence,
rather than size. The 1999 drawing below, by Philip Smithies, shows some of the Stirling furniture in situ, as it was placed and used during his lifetime.
Stirling was a prescient collector of furniture designed by George Bullock and a generous lender
to the exhibition ‘George Bullock: Cabinet-Maker’ (Liverpool and London, 1988). He was also a
key contributor to ‘Thomas Hope: Regency Designer’ (London and New York, 2008).
As a young dealer in the 1970s, I recall Jim drawing up at Mount Street in his big black BMW
and, with two wheels on the pavement, emerging (purple socks to the fore) for his frequent
lunchtime visits. Jim was generous with his enthusiasm, and taught me a lot. He always had a
confident eye and invariably made instantaneous decisions about his acquisitions.
From the Stirling collection, the present catalogue includes a remarkable late eighteenth-century French chair, two works by George Bullock, two by the firm of Vulliamy and a spectacular
1908 plaque by Pilkington, as well as a ‘gutsy’ Thomas Hope chair, now sold, on the final page.
The drawing below shows, in the background, a 1966 Brionvega radiogram by the Castiglionis,
recently acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum (see opposite).
Martin P. Levy

Philip Smithies, The Middle Floor, 3 July 1999
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Armchair
Mahogany, with painted simulated marble panels, lacquered brass mouldings,
mounted with bronze sphinxes and paw feet
92 × 59 × 57 cm
French (presumably Paris), circa 1795
Provenance:
[…]; possibly Mallett; Sir James Stirling, and by descent
Exhibited:
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
This remarkable, boldly formed neo-classical throne-like chair, which has baffled scholars over
the years, is published here for the first time. Considered to be French and dating from the
Directoire period (1795–99), it does not appear to be directly comparable to any other documented furniture.
The theatrical design and extravagant quality certainly point to a specific commission and, at first
glance, suggests the type of seat furniture designed and commissioned by the painter JacquesLouis David (1748–1825) and manufactured by Georges Jacob (1739–1814). But perhaps a better
clue is to be found in the work of the enigmatic Rouen-born draughtsman and architect JeanJacques Lequeu (1757–1826), some of whose shapely designs for throne-like chairs are in the
Bibliothèque nationale de France.
One sheet by Lequeu also includes
a drawing of a sphinx.
A detail that can be found in another
work, however, is the x-frame base.
This can be compared to a stool
by Jean-Baptiste-Bernard Demay
(maître 1784), illustrated in Denise
Ledoux-Lebard, Le Mobilier Français
du XIXe Siècle, 2000 edn, p. 158. Also
of relevance, perhaps, is a curved
and inset-backed chair by Demay
(Ledoux-Lebard, p. 159).
The chair can be seen, in situ, in the
drawing of the Stirling collection
reproduced here on page 3.
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Clo ck
Designed and manufactured by Benjamin Vulliamy
(1747–1811)
or his son Benjamin Lewis Vulliamy
(1780–1854)
Gilt-bronze, patinated bronze and rouge griotte marble
32 × 46 × 9.5 cm
English (London), circa 1810
Marked:
‘Vulliamy / London / 548’ (on the back plate), and ‘548’ (on the pendulum and back cover)
Provenance:
[…]; H. Blairman & Sons, 1979; Sir James Stirling, and by descent
Exhibited:
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
A clock of this form (number 439) in the Royal Collection, supplied in 1808 to the Prince of
Wales, is discussed in Geoffrey de Bellaigue, ‘The Vulliamys and France’, Furniture History III
(1967), pp. 45–53. From this article it is clear that many different craftsmen were used in the production of such works, but with the Vulliamys having the critical overall impact on the design.
Some of the elements, such as the eagle, were based on the work of the French manufacturers,
the Delafontaines, but cast in England. The lions, were modelled ‘from life’ by the sculptor
James Smith (1775–1815) at the menagerie in Exeter Exchange, Strand.
Other clocks of this pattern, some with gilded lions and eagle, are recorded. One was formerly
with R.A. Lee; another is now in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (see Splendor
and Elegance, 2009, no. 69), and the late Harry Hyams acquired a third (number 469, supplied in
1811 to the Marquess of Bath), Phillips, London, 10 March 1998, lot 320.
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Pa i r O f ‘A n t i q u e ’ C a n d e l a b r a
Designed and manufactured by Benjamin Vulliamy
(1747–1811)
or his son Benjamin Lewis Vulliamy
(1780–1854)
Gilt-bronze and black slate
61 cm (high)
English (London), circa 1810–11
Provenance:
Colonel Duckett, 1821; […]; with Delomosne, 1968 (as Rundell, Bridge & Rundell); Sir James
Stirling, and by descent
Literature:
Robin Simon, ‘British art and Europe’, Apollo, June 1993, p. 360, fig. VIII
Exhibited:
Antique Dealers’ Fair, Grosvenor House (loan exhibition), 1993 (as Vulliamy)
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
It seems certain that these Piranesi-inspired candelabra are the two ‘Tall antique candelabra
with little eagles 3 lights’, begun in about 1810–11 but not sold until 1821, recorded in the index
for the Vulliamy Ornament Book 1809–15 (National Archives, C104/57). These are the only
candelabra in the documents that mention the small eagles in the top tier of the pillar. The
candle arms and nozzles are a familiar pattern on Vulliamy candelabra, as are the bases with
bucrania and swags of fruit. It is possible that the buyer in 1821 was George Duckett (1777–1858)
of Upper Grosvenor Street, London.
For other candelabra by Vulliamy, see
John Harris, Geoffrey de Bellaigue and
Oliver Millar, Buckingham Palace, 1968,
p. 156 (‘Weeping Women’ and ‘Atlas’)
and p. 157 (‘Tripod’). Other ‘Atlas’ candelabra include pairs at The Huntington
Museum, San Marino (82.1) and the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (see Splendor
and Elegance, 2009, no. 68).
In 1774, Luigi Valadier (1726–85) supplied a pair of comparably conceived
porphyry and gilt-bronze candelabra for
the Palazzo Borghese, Rome; these are
now in the collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art (1994.14.1,2).
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B o o kc a s e
The design and manufacture attributed to George Bullock
(1782/83–1818)
Oak and ebony, with ebonized details and the original red silk velvet backing to the interior
110 (maximum) × 173 × 48.5 cm
English (London), circa 1815
Provenance:
[…]; H. Blairman & Sons, 1980s; Sir James Stirling, and by descent
Literature:
Frances Collard, Regency Furniture, 1985, p. 112
Exhibited:
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
The present bookcase is a variant of a design in the ‘Tracings by Thomas Wilkinson, from
Designs of the late Mr George Bullock 1820’, f. 87 (unbound). The Wilkinson Tracings are now
in the collection of the City Museums and Art Gallery, Birmingham (M.3.74). Other, related
designs are also to be found in the Wilkinson Tracings, ff. 84 and 93.
Long bookcases designed by Bullock often include a raised central plinth perhaps intended for
sculpture. For other examples, see Collard, pl. 18 (a cabinet at the Victoria and Albert Museum)
and Clive Wainwright, et al., George Bullock: Cabinet-Maker, 1988, no. 6 (cabinets at the Walker Art
Gallery, Liverpool and at the Victoria and Albert Museum).
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Ta b l e
The design attributed to George Bullock
(1782/83–1818)
perhaps with the assistance of Richard Bridgens
(1785–1846)
The manufacture attributed to George Bullock
Oak and ebony
75.5 × 137 × 89.5 cm
English (London), circa 1815
Provenance:
[…]; Sir James Stirling, and by descent
Exhibited:
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
The attribution to Bullock is confirmed by comparing the table’s form and detail to that of the
table supplied to Sir Godfrey Vassal Webster for Battle Abbey, Sussex (see Clive Wainwright,
et al., George Bullock: Cabinet-Maker, 1988, no. 14). The present table, with its double row of gothic
piercing at the ends, is also close to the design (below) from the Wilkinson Tracings, f.31.
Richard Bridgens, who first published Furniture with Candelabra in 1826, was associated with
Bullock and is thought to have contributed some of the Gothic and Jacobethan designs manufactured by the firm: see Martin Levy, ‘George Bullock: Aspects of his Development and Influence,
Antologia di Belle Arti, 35–38 (1990), pp. 73–74. The Stirling table is also a gothicised variant of a
more conventional rosewood and brass-inlaid table by Bullock: see George Bullock: Cabinet-Maker
(op. cit.), no. 35.
The Stirling table, probably bought in the early 1970s, would not have been attributable to
Bullock at the time of its purchase. The Victoria and Albert Museum did not acquire the Battle
Abbey table until 1980, and the Wilkinson Tracings, acquired by Birmingham in 1974, were still
largely unknown. The appeal of the table to Stirling was based purely on its design.
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‘ Ta b l e ’
Manufactured by ‘B.R.’
Mulberry veneer on top and in drawer, with padouk, ebony, goncalo alves and ivory inlay
76 × 42 × 42 cm
English, 1824
Inscribed:
‘W.S.M.T. 1609’ (inlaid in the top) and ‘This Table made by B.R. and veneer by him 1824 of the
wood from the Mulberry tree planted by Shakespeare and warranted to Dr Hay Drummond
as Genuine See the documents inclosed in the drawer’ (carved lettering under the top, but the
documents are now missing)
Provenance:
Presumably the antiquarian Edward Auriol Hay-Drummond, (1758–1829); […]; Christie’s (New
York), 22 April 1999, lot 159, bt Blairman; English private collection
According to legend, not now disputed, in 1609 (the date inlaid into the top) Shakespeare
planted a mulberry tree in the garden of New Place, Stratford. Although Shakespeare had been
long admired, it was not until the Great Shakespeare Jubilee organised in 1769 by the actor
David Garrick, that the Shakespeare ‘industry’ really caught fire. When Shakespeare’s tree was
felled in 1756 Thomas Sharp, an enterprising local merchant, bought the timber and made his
fortune using it to manufacture tea caddies (one of which is in the Victoria and Albert Museum),
goblets, snuff boxes and so on; he also sold logs to selected cabinet-makers. When the effects
of Garrick's widow were sold in 1823,
she still owned no less than five
‘Well-Authenticated Blocks from the
Celebrated Tree of Shakespeare’
Offered now on the four hundredth
anniversary of our greatest writer’s
death, this antiquarian table, designed
in the manner of a late seventeenthcentury table or stand, is part of
that legend, and is indeed directly
connected to Shakespeare’s life. The
table incorporates various woods, but
the mulberry wood (perhaps once
owned by Garrick) is veneered on the
top and in the drawer.
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C h e st O f D r aw e r s
After a design by A.W.N. Pugin
(1812–52)
Manufactured by Gillow & Co
(circa 1730–1897)
Oak, with brass handles and escutcheons
90.5 × 107 × 55 cm
English (Lancaster), mid-nineteenth century
Inscribed:
‘VR’ (carved into each end)
Provenance:
Palace of Westminster; […]; J.S.M. Scott
The report Furniture in the House of Lords, 1974, records five types of chests of drawers, of which,
at the time seventeen examples were noted within the Upper House. From my own observations, in a survey of both Houses, in addition to two three-top-drawer Pugin chests of drawers,
there are at least four two-top-drawer models, of which the present example corresponds with
POW5259.
The provenance of the present chest is confirmed by the carved ‘VR’ (Victoria Regina),
frequently found on Palace furniture. There is
a drawing for a two-drawer chest of this pattern
in one of the Gillow ‘Estimate Sketch Books’ at
the Westminster Archive Centre (344/105, no.
5828, March 1852). Other chests at Westminster
have been noted bearing a Gillow stamp, while
the present unmarked example has the firm’s
characteristic U-shaped cut outs at the back
of the drawers, allowing the drawer bottom to
shrink or expand freely.
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Coupe
By Charles-Ludovic Crétineau-Joly
Retailed by Ferdinand Barbedienne
(firm active 1839–1955)
Enamel on copper
12.5 × 20 cm (diameter)
French (Paris), 1863
Signed and Dated:
‘L. CRETINEAU’ (in gold, beneath the horses on the stem) and ‘Maison F. Barbedienne. Paris.
1863’ (in gold, under the foot)
The subject depicted in the top of the coupe is the triumph of Galatea, with Polyphemus
playing his pipes. The direct source, except for the figure of Polyphemus, is an engraving,
The Triumph of Galatea, by Charles Simonneau after a long lost painting by Antoine Coypel for the
Dauphin, published in 1695; a copy of the print belongs to the British Museum (1888,0716.206).
Cretineau-Joly has reversed the print, suggesting that he may have used a nineteenth-century
copy, which itself reversed the Simonneau.
The form of the coupe is based on sixteenth-century examples from Limoges, although these
mostly have more elaborately shaped stems. The decoration, too, is less richly worked than on
early models: for examples of sixteenth-century work, see Sophie Baratte, Les Emaux Peints de
Limoges, 2000.
At the 1862 London International Exhibition, Barbedienne exhibited enamels for the first time,
but then mainly those imitating Byzantine and Asian work. The present piece, dating from the
following year, represents an early and hitherto relatively unrecognised aspect of the firm’s foray
into the promotion of ‘Limoges’ enamel, with which it was attempting directly to compete with
the Manufacture de Sèvres. At the 1867 Exposition Universelle, Barbedienne exhibited a miroir
d’ornament designed by Constant Sévin, with ‘Limoges’ enamels by Alfred Gobert; this was
acquired by the Musée d’Orsay in 1993 from Blairman (OAO 1270).
Crétineau-Joly, a student of Charles-Alexis Apoil (1809–64) from the Manufacture de Sèvres,
was born in Fontenay-le-Comte, but by 1861 was recorded in Paris. He exhibited at various Salons between 1861 and 1878. In 1865, for example, he exhibited Amphitrite et Neptune
(no. 2392), which may have been similar in appearance to the present work. A coupe presumably
by Crétineau-Joly, signed and dated Barbedienne dated 1869, with a similar treatment of the
triumph of Galatea, was sold at Sotheby’s (Paris), 9 April 2008, lot 58.
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W r i t i n g Ta b l e
After a design published by Bruce Talbert
(1838–81)
Ebonised mahogany, with brass handles
73 × 107 × 61 cm
English, circa 1881
Provenance:
[…]; H. Blairman & Sons, 1990s; private collection
Literature:
Bruce Talbert, et al., Fashionable Furniture. A Collection of Three Hundred and Fifty Original Designs
Representing Cabinet Work, Upholstery and Decoration by Various Designers; Including One Hundred
Sketches by the Late Bruce J. Talbert, Architect…, 1881, p. 21, no. 32 (see below)
Talbert’s plates in Fashionable Furniture include a range of designs in Modern Gothic, Jacobethan
and Aesthetic styles, reflecting elements of his work from different stages of his career. Several
of the models identified were made by Gillow. Examples
include the ‘Gloucester Pattern’ drawing room chair (pl.
42, no.78) and the corner cabinet (pl. 29, no. 57). Also
probably by Gillow is the exquisite cabinet (pl. 36, no.
67), a prescient acquisition by the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (1988.346).
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Va s e
Designed by Dr Christopher Dresser
(1834–1904)
Manufactured by William Ault & Co.
Glazed earthenware
26 cm (high)
English (Swadlincote), circa 1893
Marked:
‘Chr Dresser’, facsimile signature, and ‘319’ (both impressed under base) – see below
In 1893 Dresser entered an exclusive contract with William Ault (1841–circa 1926). All the work
for his firm was to bear the designer’s facsimile signature. The shape numbers identified to date
run from 216 to 323: see Chr. Dresser: People’s Designer 1834–1904, ex’n cat., 1999 (un-paginated).
Various dates have been given for the Ault factory, but Harry Lyons suggests 1887–1910: see
Chr. Dresser: People’s Designer 1834–1904, 2005, p. 76.
No other example of this model appears to be recorded. A footed version, with a plain green
glaze (noted as pattern number 139) is in Christopher Dresser 1834–1904, the 1979 catalogue for an
exhibition held at the Camden Arts Centre and Dorman Museum, no. 193. Another footed version, with incised decoration (no. 310), is reproduced in Michael Whiteway, Christopher Dresser
1834–1904, 2001, no. 228.
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‘ C o t ta g e r ’ s C h e s t ’
Designed by Ambrose Heal
(1872–1959)
Manufactured by Frederick Coote
(1832–1919)
Pine, painted green and red
152.4 × 106.6 × 51.4 cm
English (London), circa 1899
Heal showed a version of this chest at the 1899 Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society. Drawings in
the Heal archive demonstrate how the design evolved from the original concept with a separate
cupboard on top, to the model as made, in a single piece. Detailed sketches also show Heal
working out the catch for the doors, the drawer fronts and the handholds. In the catalogue of
the 1899 exhibition, the chest was described as ‘made of best pine painted holly green’ with
handholds and chamfers picked out in bright red. A contemporary photograph of a ‘Cottager’s
Chest’, together with the other images and information cited above, are in Oliver S. Heal, Sir
Ambrose Heal and the Heal Cabinet Factory 1897–1939, 2014, pp. 228–29.
An example of the painted ‘Cottager’s Chest’ is in the collection of the Wolfsonian-Florida
International University, Miami (see Wendy Kaplan, Leading “The Simple Life” The Arts and Crafts
Movement in Britain 1880–1910, 1999, cat. no. 51). For a further version, now in a private collection, see H. Blairman & Sons, Furniture and Works of Art (2014), no. 20.
Heal’s went on to retail a simplified version of this chest, made of chestnut. This more commonly found variant, introduced in 1905/06, sits on a solid plinth and lacks the striking catch
for the doors (see Heal, op. cit., p. 179, top right and left).
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Ta b l e
Designed and manufactured by W.A.S. Benson
(1854–1924)
Brass and copper
71 × 48 (diameter) cm
English (London), circa 1900
Marked:
‘W.A.S. BENSON’ (under one foot)
Literature:
W.A.S. Benson, Price List of Fittings for Oil, Gas, Candle Table Ware, &c., 1899–1900 (trade catalogue), pl. 26, no. 480A (see below)
Ian Hamerton, ed., W.A.S. Benson: Arts and Crafts Luminary and Pioneer of Modern Design, 2005,
pl. 53 (the same model, with an iron base)
The copper ‘lily pad’ that forms the top of the table was also available as a tray, in various sizes
and either with simple geometric patterning or with flowers; the finish was either plain copper,
or silver-plated. Examples of this table are in the collections of the Art Institute of Chicago
(with iron base, 1993.351) illustrated in Hamerton, op. cit.), and the Carnegie Museum of Art,
Pittsburgh (identical to the present example, 92.001); both tables were acquired from Blairman.
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Electrolier
Designed and manufactured by W.A.S. Benson
(1854–1924)
The glass by Powell of Whitefriars
(various partnerships, 1834–1980)
Silvered-brass and glass
51 (height of frame) × 40 cm (maximum diameter)
English (London), circa 1900
Literature:
W.A.S. Benson, Price List Fittings for Electric Light, 1899–1900 (trade catalogue), pl. 3, no. 1093/s
(see below)
This model was available in different finishes and with different shades (see image below).
Benson paid careful attention to how electric light fittings, still at this date a novelty, should be
selected. He wrote, for example: ‘Dining Rooms of say 20 feet by 16 feet, will want a centre light
for three lamps, well shaded from the eyes of those at the table. These, while throwing a strong
light on the cloth, leave the walls and ceiling in comparative shadow, which may be relieved by
bracket lights, two of which are usually required over the sideboard…’ (quoted in Hamerton,
op. cit., p. 113). It should also be noted that, in the early days of electric lighting (the light bulb as
we know it was invented in 1878), the wiring was celebrated as part of the design.
The original ceiling rose survives, but is not shown in the photograph.
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Plaque
St Simeon Stylites
The enamel by Edith Dawson
(1862–1928)
The frame by Nelson Dawson
(1859–1941)
Enamel on copper, with mother-of-pearl-mounted silver frame, and ebony surround
31 × 26.7 cm (overall)
English (London), 1903 (the enamel) and 1922 (the frame)
Signed and Dated:
‘D 1903’ in the enamel (bottom centre), and London hallmark for Nelson Dawson, 1922/23
Provenance:
Nelson and Edith Dawson; Catalogue of a Representative Selection of Works of Art by Nelson Dawson,
Sotheby’s, 16 March 1923, lot 111 (illustrated); […]; a Family Trust, sold Christie’s (London), 3
November 2015, lot 82.
The back of the frame bears a hand written label reading: ‘Translucent Enamel in setting of
beaten silver, on Ebony. / “S. Simeon Stylites.” / By Nelson & Edith Dawson Staillie [?] House,
The Mall – Chiswick London W.4 / price £75 / No 2.’ In the Sotheby’s catalogue this work is
described as: ‘An Extremely Fine Plaque of “S. Simeon Stylites” in translucent enamel of the
greatest beauty … in setting of repoussé silver with mother-o’-pearl panels, on a background of
ebony’ (see below).
Nelson Dawson, who trained as an architect, learned the art of enamelling from Alexander
Fisher (1864–1936), a skill he then passed on to his wife Edith, whom he married in 1893.
St Simeon Stylites, (circa 290–459) was a shepherd, who entered a monastic community, but later
became the first so-called ‘pillar hermit’. He began his pillar life northwest of Aleppo, apparently two metres from the ground, but this was later extended to fifteen metres. He remained on
top of the column until his death, and eventually the pillar became a pilgrimage site.
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Pa i r O f C h a i r s
Manufactured for Liberty & Co.
(1875–present)
Maple, with mother-of-pearl inlay, and the apparently original Hera textile cover to the seat
104 × 43 × 39.5 cm
English, circa 1907
Labelled:
‘Liberty / Birmingham / London / Paris’ on ivorine label, under one chair
Literature:
The Studio Year-Book of Decorative Art, 1907, opp. p. 62 (for interior showing armchairs, en suite)
The armchairs depicted in the bay window of the white drawing room ‘designed and executed
by Liberty & Co.’ (see below) appear to be grander variants of the firm’s ‘Langley Suite’, advertised in 1907. The Langley side chairs do not have the distinctive vertical struts between the
front and back legs: see Daryl Bennett, Liberty Furniture 1875–1915: The Birth of Modern Interior
Design, 2012, fig. 7.71.
Arthur Silver (1853–96) is thought to have designed the iconic Hera furnishing fabric during
the 1890s. The peacock feather was sacred to Hera, the ancient Greek goddess of women and
marriage.
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Plaque
St Matthew
Designed by Gordon Forsyth
(1879–1952)
Painted by Charles Cundall
(1890–1973)
Manufactured by Pilkington
(1891–1957)
Lustre-decorated earthenware
55 cm (diameter)
English (Manchester), 1907/08
Marked:
The marks on the back (see below) confirm Forsyth as the designer and Cundall as the painter.
In addition, there is an impressed ‘VII’ (the date mark for 1907), Cundall’s ‘cypress tree’ (the
date mark for 1908), and a rare paper label ‘Royal Lancastrian’
Provenance:
[…]; Richard Dennis, 1980, from whom acquired by Sir James Stirling (1926–92), and by descent
Literature:
A.J. Cross, Pilkingtons Royal Lancastrian Pottery and Tiles, 1980, pls XXXIII (St John), and pls 64a,
64b (St Mark and St John)
Exhibited:
Possibly Franco-British Exhibition, 1908
Richard Dennis, 1980
National Trust for Scotland, 2000–15
It would seem that at least two St John plaques were produced. One St John is reproduced by
Cross, and another is in the collection of Manchester City Art Galleries: see Richard Gray and
Deborah Clarke, A Catalogue of the Lancastrian
Pottery (1982), no. 159. The Manchester catalogue notes that three plaques of the same
shape were shown at the 1908 Franco-British
Exhibition, but the oblique photograph in
the article by H.C. Marillier in the Illustrated
Review, 1908 does not allow positive identification. The presence of the Pilkington paper
label (and the remains of another) at least hint
that the firm may have exhibited the present
majestic plaque. Marillier refers to Forsyth’s
‘heraldic designs, combined with figure work
and bands of lettering’ (p. 214).
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Settee
Designed by Ernest Gimson
(1864–1919)
Manufactured by Edward Gardiner
Yew, with (replaced) rush seat
88 × 177 × 52 cm
English (Sapperton), first quarter of twentieth century
Provenance:
[…]; Fine Art Society; English private collection
Gimson was, according to Edward Barnsley, first encouraged to design seat furniture with bobbin turnings by the architect Robert Weir Schultz. Related chairs and a settee are illustrated in
Ernest Gimson: his Life & Work, 1924, pl. 38. J.C. Rogers, Modern English Furniture, 1930, p. 193,
shows an ash variant credited to Peter Waals, Gimson’s successor.
There is a yew, bobbin-turned armchair that once belonged to Gimson (dated circa 1904–10), in
the collection of the Cheltenham Museum & Art Gallery (1941.41): see Good Citizens Furniture,
1999, no. 22.
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Va s e
Designed and painted by Alfred Powell
(1865–1960)
Manufactured by Wedgwood
(1759–present)
Hand-painted earthenware
24 cm (high)
English, Tarlton (Gloucestershire), and Stoke-on-Trent, circa 1910
Signed:
Cipher for Alfred Powell, ‘Wedgwood’ and ‘183’, painted under base (see below)
The relationship between Alfred Powell and Wedgwood began in 1903, and lasted some forty
years. Together with his wife Louise (Lesore), a wide range of designs were created, many of
which they painted themselves, but they also trained artists from Wedgwood in their own studio
too: see Maureen Batkin, ‘Alfred and Louise Powell’ in Wedgwood Ceramics 1846–1959, 1982, pp.
139–56.
The simple, heavily potted two handled vase form perhaps derives from Italian Renaissance
orciuolo (drug jars): see, for example, one decorated with oak leaves and a leaping hare at the
Rhode Island School of Design (43.351), and another with oak leaves at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York (46.85.6). The Powells appear to have liked this shape, and five versions can be seen in a photograph of their 1907 exhibition in Red Lion Square, London (Batkin,
pl. 341), and another appears in Batkin, pl. XLVI. As late as 1930, Louise Powell designed a
silver lustre version, decorated in an edition of fifty by Dorothy Williams, to commemorate the
bicentenary of Josiah Wedgwood’s birth.
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‘ D i n i n g Ta b l e ’
Designed by Gordon Russell
(1892–1980)
Manufactured in the Gordon Russell workshop
Oak
183 × 83.5 × 73.5 cm
English (Broadway), circa 1925
Provenance:
Probably supplied to Terra Nova School, Jodrell Bank, Cheshire, and by descent through its
headmaster; sold Frank Marshall & Co, Knutsford, 6 July 2010, lot 821; H. Blairman & Sons,
2010; private collection
Russell designed this table, no. 262, in 1925 (see below), but in the absence of a label, it is not
possible to date this example more precisely. The size was given as 6’ × 2’ 9” × 2’ 5” high, and it
was priced at £21 in oak, or £22.10s in brown oak, making these amongst the most expensive of
Russell’s production at the time.
A version of the present table can be seen in a 1920s photograph of Russell’s Lygon Cottage
showrooms: see Jeremy Myerson, Gordon Russell: Designer of Furniture, 1992, p. 39.
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‘ B o o k ta b l e ’
Designed by Joseph F. Johnson
(1874–1957)
Manufactured by Heal & Son Ltd
(1810–present)
English walnut, with ebonised stringing
76.2 × 96.2 cm (diameter)
English, circa 1925
Exhibited:
A table of this form, probably the present example, was shown at the Paris Exposition Internationale
des Arts Décoratifs, 1925
Literature:
Oliver S. Heal, Sir Ambrose Heal and the Heal Cabinet Factory 1897–1939, 2014, pp. 204 & 205 (for a
discussion of this model)
According to Heal (op. cit.), the present table, design number 344, is ‘just one example of many
variations around theme produced in the 1920s.’ Designed in 1923, only three tables of this
precise design, priced at £3 10s 0d, were made. The example here, if as seems likely it is the one
illustrated by Heal (p. 204), was exhibited at the 1925 Paris Exposition Internationale.
A very similar walnut-veneered table, but with at least one narrow drawer above a book alcove,
is illustrated in J.C. Rogers, Modern English Furniture, 1930, p. 197. The firm also advertised a
more modest ‘weathered oak’ version: see Susanna Godden, At the Sign of the Fourposter: a History
of Heal’s, 1984, p. 83.
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‘ Fi r e S i d e C h a i r , “ M e g a w ” T y p e ’
Designed by Gerald Summers
(1899–1967)
Manufactured by Makers of Simple Furniture
Birch plywood, the cushion of later date
91 × 55.5 × 49 cm
English (London), designed mid-1930s
Literature:
Martha Deese, ‘Gerald Summers and Makers of Simple Furniture’, Journal of Design History, vol.
5, no. 3 (1982), pp. 183–205 (for a discussion of Gerald Summers)
This model was designed, probably around 1935, for the research engineer Eric Megaw
(1908–56) and his wife Theresia. A chair of this pattern can be identified in a photograph of
a rehearsal room at the Q Theatre (opposite Kew Bridge Station), perhaps dating from the
1940s. Thus, the ‘Megaw’ has become known as the ‘Kew Theatre’ model. Other examples are
in the Wolfsonian Collection, Miami (85.11.8) and in the Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas,
Madrid (CE25143). The ‘Kew’ chair evolves from Summers’ 1934 high back dining chair (Deese,
op.cit., fig. 7)
Gerald Summers short-lived Makers of Simple Furniture was an innovative manufacturer that
produced to demand. The firm ultimately failed to compete with the popular and less expensive
imports by designers such as Alvar Aalto, and was declared bankrupt in 1940. Nonetheless,
Summers briefly made spectacular use of bent plywood, of which this rarely seen design is a
particularly elegant example.
One of Summers’ earliest patrons was Harold Rose
of Rose and Blairman, wholesalers of ladies fashion
under the label Dorville and Corvette. The Blairman
was my great uncle David, who had at one time been
in partnership with my grandfather Philip. In addition to the private commission for Rose, Summers also
furnished the Rose and Blairman showrooms at 34,
Margaret Street, London. In 1940, Summers invoiced
Rose and Blairman for the repair of furniture, including a folding door showcase, a curved-end desk, a
display table, and cabinet. I should be grateful for photographs or further information about the furniture
commissioned by Rose and Blairman, and about Rose
and Blairman.
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Side Chair
Designed by Marcel Breuer
(1902–81)
Manufactured by the Isokon Furniture Company
(1936–39)
Birch-faced plywood and afromosia plywood
76.5 × 41 × 51 (maximum) cm
English (London), designed 1936, manufactured circa 1936–39
Marked:
Remains of a paper label (illegible), behind front of seat
The design of this stacking chair derives from Breuer’s gossamer 1936 side chair made, with the
exception of the back, from one piece of plywood: see Christopher Wilk, Marcel Breuer Furniture
and Interiors, 1981, fig. 133. This, the model that went into production, employs nine elements
in its construction and is strengthened by side supports under the seat and separately attached
legs. Still remarkably light and thin, this second version nonetheless remained inherently weak,
and failed to achieve widespread commercial success.
Of the few examples of this chair known to survive, all are from the production series. There
are two in the Museum of Modern Art, New York (58.1946.12), and three in the Victoria and
Albert Museum (79A-C-1975).
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English, early nineteenth century
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